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§.1. Introduction and Main Theorem
The aim of thispaper is to investigate the conformal flatnessof bundle metric
on a circlebundle.
A riemannian ^-manifold is conformally flatif it is locally conformal to the
euclidean space R" ([1]).Riemann surfaces and space forms are conformally flat.
It is further known ([5]) that a riemannian product manifold M x N is con-
formally flatif and only if either(1) M is a space form and N is one dimensional,
or (2) M and N are space forms of same dimension n > 2 and they have opposite
curvatures.
So (1) means that a trivialcircle bundle M x S1 with the product metric is
conformally flatif and only if the base space M is of constant curvature. From
this fact we consider the conformal flatnessof a bundle metric g = y2 + n*h on a
non-trivial circle bundle n : P ―≫M where (M, h) is an oriented riemannian
manifold and y is a non-flat Yang-Mills connection.
A typical example is the Hopf bundle n : Sln+X -> CF1. The total space S2n+l
is equipped with the standard metric g which is conformally flatand it is easily
shown that the metric g can be written as a bundle metric g ― y2 + n*h with
respect to the Fubini-Study metric h and a canonical connection y whose cur-
vature form is proportional to the Kahler form of the Fubini-Study metric.
In this paper we restrictourselves to a circle bundle n : P ―>M such that
dim M = 4 and a connection y has self-dual curvature form.
Theorem 1.1. Let n : P ―≫M be a circle bundle over a connected oriented
riemannian 4-manifold (M,h), and y a non-flat connection on P. Define the bundle
metric g ― y2 + n*h on P. If the curvature form T of y is self-dual and g is
conformally flat, then
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(1) (M, (l/24)ah) is locallyisometricand biholomorphic to a domain D of
CP2 with the Fubini-Study metric,and
(2) (P,g) is of positiveconstantcurvature(l/24)er,
where a is the scalar curvatureof (M,h).
This theorem says that if F is self-dual and (P, g) is conformally flat,then
n : P ―*M is a part of the Hopf bundle n : S5 ―*CP2. In particular,if both M
and P are complete and simply connected, then this circle bundle is the Hopf
bundle and the bundle metric a is the standard metric on S5.
§.2. Weyl Conformal Curvature of (P,g)
When n > 4, the conformal flatness of Mn is equivalent to the vanishing of
the Weyl conformal curvature W.
Let n : P ―>M be a circle bundle over an oriented riemannian 4-manifold
(M,h), and y a non-flat Yang-Mills connection on P, thatis,the curvature form T
of y satisfies*~ld * T = 0.
We define the bundle metric g on P by g = y2 + 7r*/i.Let {ei,... ,04} be a
local orthonormal frame fieldof (M, h) which is compatible with the orientation
of M. Denote by {0＼... ,94} the dual coframe field of {ei,... ,24}. If we put
0°= y, then {0Q,n*6l,... ,n*04} is a local orthonormal coframe field of (P,g).
From now on, we determine the range of the Roman indices i,j, k, I, s, t
between 1 and 4, the Greek indices a, fi, y, 5 between 0 and 4. In addition, we
write the pull back n* T of a tensor T simply by the same letter T. In thismanner,
{0°,n*0l,...,n*04} is represented as {0°,0＼...,04}.
Let V be the Levi-Civita connection of (M,h). We write the 2-form T
(1) r
~2
tstV AU , its ― -lst
s,t
The covariant derivative V/I/fcof T with respect to V is defined by
(2) J2 W = dry - J2 ^ris - ^ ^rsj,
s s s
where <wjis the connection form of V. Since y is a Yang-Mills connection and
F = dv. the F satisfies
(3)
s
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We denote the trace-freeRicci tensor T of (M,h) by
(4) T^Ry-fa,
where Ry and a are respectivelythe Ricci tensor and the scalarcurvature of
(M,h).
Let aft be the connection form of the Levi-Civitaconnection of (P,g). It
follows from [3] that aftis
(5)
(6)
(7)
≪
°
o o,
≫?=5l>≫s
(b) = co)
1
~2
Hence, the curvature form n≪ of afB is
(8)
(9)
(10)
TyO0
4 s,t Z s,t
o} nJ-
1
4
s.t
1
2
£v,r&-0oA0'
s
Applying the Bianchi identityfor T, we have the riemannian curvature Kapys of
(P,g) as
(11)
(12)
(13)
K-ijki = Rijki - t (ZTyTki + Ti/cTji - TiiTjk),
Koijk
KoiQj =
2
1
4
V,-I>,
E
s
T T
■1Sl1SJJ
where Ryu is the riemannian curvatureof (M,h), and |F| is the norm of T with
respectto h:
(14)
The Ricci tensor Kap of (P,g) is
in2
s<t
dik
§.3. Complex Structure and Curvature of (M,h)
We use the same notation as that in §.2.Suppose that (P,g) is conformally
flat.It then follows from (21) that (M.h) is Einstein if and only if F satisfiesthe
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(15)
(16)
(17)
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Kij
KQi
ij 2
^―' ^'^'
0.
Koo =
＼＼r＼2
where Ry is the Ricci tensor of (M,h). The scalarcurvature k of {P,g) is
(18) K = a-±|r|2,
where a is the scalar curvature of (M,h). Let i^^pys and Wyu be the Weyl
conformal curvaturesof (P,g) and of (M,h) respectively.By (3), we have the
following:
Proposition 2.1. If y is a Yang-Mills connection, then the Weyl conformal
curvature WaRyd of (P, g) is
(19) 1irm
(20)
(21)
= WijU-- {ITijTki+ TikTji- TaTjk)
-＼＼r＼＼Sjkdu-dji8ik)
- T{Tjk^u - Tfldik- Tikdji+ Tudjk)
-
a
-?
Yl TsJTsk
s
■"■
si*- sk
iTon,
in2.
~2~ jk
in2 ＼
t^Oijk
-＼tii+
=＼w*
Me
(? lsj1sl ~ °jl I
Ij/Fj/ ―
iri2
r .r ■_ 1_J_a..
lSlLSJ ~ °IJ
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following equation:
(22)
s
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In general, a 2-form wonM satisfies ]T cosicoSj―(＼co＼/2) ■Sy = 0 if and only if co
is either
Einstein.
(23)
self-dual or anti-self-dual.Therefore, if T is self-dual, then (M,h) is
We can define an almost complex structure / on M by
r(X, Y) = ^h(JX, Y), X,Ye TpM,p e M
v2
From (20),both T and h are parallelwith respect to V, and so
(M,h,J) is a Kahler manifold.
is /. Then,
Proposition 3.1. Let y he a non-flat connection on P with self-dualcurvature
F. If (P, g) is conformally flat, then (M, h,J) is self-dual,Einstein and Ka'hler.
Proof. It sufficesto show that (M,h) is self-dual.By Proposition 2.1, the
following equation holds:
(24) wijM =
I
(2r^r≪ + rfti> - rtfi≫ +
i
|r|2(^7 - ^ft)
In order to calculatethe anti-self-dualpart W~ of the Weyl conformal
curvature of (M,h), we take the following basis on a2T*M:
(25) 6lA02±03A0＼ 01 AO3 ±04A$＼ 0lA04±02A03
Then W~ is expressed as
(26) w~ =
W＼212 - ^1234
^1312 - ^1334
W＼4＼2― ^1434
Wnn ― W＼2A2
^1313 " ^1342
Wun - W＼U2
From (24) and the self-dualityof F, we have
W＼2＼2- ^1234 = 7^2 -
-3r2
= 0
W＼2U - ^1223
W1314- W＼323
W＼4＼4- ^1423
)
I
in2 -1 (2r12r34 + r13r24 - r14r23)
|
|r|2 -
|r,22
+1 (rf2 + r,23+ r^)
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^1213 - ^1242
3 3
-T12T12 ― 2jTi2F42
= 0,
and so on. Consequently, (M,h) is self-dual Q.E.D.
§.4. Proof of Main Theorem
Let y be a non-flat connection on P with self-dual curvature form T. Assume
that (P,g) is conformally flat. By Proposition 3.1, the / defined by (23) is a
complex structure on M, and the base space (M,h,J) is self-dual, Einstein and
Kahler.
First, we assert that (M, h, J) is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature.
Take arbitrary unit vectors e＼, ei e TPM, p e M such that e-$is perpendicular to
e＼and Je＼. Put ^2 = Je＼ and e* = Je^. From (23), Fj2 and F34 are |r|/-＼/2,and the
others are zero. From (24). we have
(27)
(28)
^1212
_3
~4
wim = -
r2 -
A12
1
8
iri2
||r|2 = j|if,
On the other hand, by the definitionof the Weyl conformal curvature,we have
(29)
(30)
f 1212 = ^1212 -
^1313 = *1313 -
a
12
a
12
because (M,h) is Einstein. From (27), (28), (29) and (30), we have
(31)
(32)
Rnn
^1313
"4|r| +l2'
~ 8IM +12
Since T is paralleland (M,h) is Einstein, the right hand side of (31) is constant.
Hence, (M,h,J) is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature.
Moreover, the holomorphic sectional curvature of (M, h) is positive.Indeed,
since the ratio of the holomorphic sectional curvature to the anti-holomorphic
sectional curvature is four ([41),we have
(33) a = 3|ri2 > 0 if y is non-flat,
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by (31) and (32).It then follows that the holomorphic sectionalcurvature of
(M,h) is positive.
The above implies that the base space (M,/i,/) is locallybiholomorphic to
some domain D of CP2. It is easy to see that(M, (1/24)ct/i)is isometric to D
with the Fubini-Study metric hps- Note that the sectionalcurvature Kapap of
(P,g) is
(34)
(35)
K＼2＼2
^1313
R＼212 - q
o
*1313 =
in2
a
24
a
24
(^ K
|F|2 °
＼ib) ^0101 =~g~ = 24'
and so on. Therefore, we conclude that (P, g) is a space of positiveconstant
curvature(1/24W.
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